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The 2020 Census is still at risk

can provide greater detail — for example, the Graduate Center at the City University of New York has a helpful map of high-risk...

Empire State Development awards Center For Advanced Technology designation To CUNY

...About the Advanced Science Research Center The Advanced Science Research Center (ASRC) at The Graduate...

Why Tiffany Cabn May Be More Significant to Progressives Than Ocasio-Cortez

, now a lecturer on politics and public policy at the City University of New York. Two years later, the seismic intraparty political...
Queens D.A. Primary Too Close to Call, as Cabán Narrowly Leads Katz

Steve Romalewski, The Graduate Center, CUNY: Striking geographic difference in vote strength b/w Katz and Cabán #QueensDA #nycprimary (Draft...)

After nearly 30 years on the court, Justice Thomas’ supporters and detractors are still debating who he really is

, who teaches political science at Brooklyn College and the City University of New York Graduate Center in New York City, has...

Chaotic Trump transition leaks: Debates must tackle how Democrats will govern differently

“Lobbying the New President” and an associate professor at John Jay College and the CUNY Graduate Center at the City University...
NYC Scales Back NYPD Involvement In Schools, Police Won’t Be Called For ‘Low Level Offenses’

“People have to be trained and take seriously the choices they make when refer students into the criminal justice system,” Prof. David Bloomfield...

The 2020 census is coming. Will Native Americans be counted?

Interactive map prepared by Source: City University of New York Graduate Center

Care about children? Let undocumented immigrants drive

studies and public affairs at the School of Public Affairs at Baruch College and the Graduate Center of the City University of New...
Africa's Lost Kingdoms

Bennett, a professor of history at the Graduate Center of the City University of New York, argues that before the Atlantic...

Groundbreaking Reforms Could Finally Grant Protections to Farmworkers

“Belabored” podcast, and studies history at the City University of New York Graduate Center. Follow her on Twitter: @meeshellchen. More...

A (Real) Strike to Fight for Abortion Rights

Opinion-editorial co-authored by Tatiana Cozzarelli, a former middle school teacher and current Urban Education PhD student at The Graduate Center,...
The 2020 census is coming. Will Native Americans be counted?

Los Angeles Times analysis of estimates published by the City University of New York Graduate Center. The upcoming count is...

DA Race Deals Blow to Democratic Party Establishment in Queens, New York

Cuomo. Steven Romalewski, director of the CUNY Mapping Service at the City University of New York’s Graduate Center,...

NYC teacher tenure rates continue to rise under Mayor Bill de Blasio

David Bloomfield an education professor at Brooklyn College and the CUNY Graduate Center. “This whole thing has fallen into...
Fight over citizenship question on 2020 Census isn't over. What it means for Florida

“Having an undercount like that is an enormous challenge to accurate planning, to planning for social services, for transportation,” said Steven...

Cabán Declares Victory, Katz Doesn't Concede in Queens District Attorney Primary

With 98.58% of election precincts reporting, Cabán had 33,814 votes, or 39.57% of the total, outpacing Katz, who had 32,724 votes, or 38.3%. Cabán...

Solving the diversity problem at specialized high schools

Professor David Bloomfield, of Brooklyn College and the CUNY Graduate Center, says only three of those schools are required by state law to have...
Without shaming parents, it's time to acknowledge how their screen time is affecting their kids

— is having profound consequences. Hunter College and The Graduate Center at The City University of New York ran a study creating...

How Cabán pulled it off: The Working Families Party laid the foundation for her win

to be a central player. Elliott-Negri is a doctoral candidate in sociology at the CUNY Graduate Center and sits on the state...

TIFFANY CABÁN EDGING MELINDA KATZ IN CLOSE QUEENS DA PRIMARY

Striking geographic difference in vote strength b/w Katz and Cabán #QueensDA #nycprimary (Draft map based on unofficial @BOENYC night-of results,...
Cabán leads Queens DA race, but Katz demands recount

Steve Romalewski, Graduate Center, CUNY: Striking geographic difference in vote strength b/w Katz and Cabán #QueensDA #nycprimary (Draft map...)

School Year and Session in Albany End without Any Legislation on SHSAT

"It's gone nowhere except downward ever since. He's probably done more harm than good," said David Bloomfield, a CUNY Professor. Brooklyn college...

Scientists closer to unraveling mechanisms of speech processing in the brain I BIOENGINEER.ORG

" Oviedo said. ### About The Graduate Center of The City University of New York The Graduate Center, CUNY...
A new theory for trapping light particles aims to advance development of quantum computers

theoretical work. Story Source: Materials provided by Advanced Science Research Center, GC/CUNY. Note: Content may be edited...

Rosy Image of US Equality Glosses Over Systemic Racism

Melaku is a sociologist and postdoctoral research fellow at the Graduate Center, City University of New York (CUNY)....

We're Now Realizing What Screen Use By Parents Is Doing to Kids, And It's Troubling

— is having profound consequences. Hunter College and The Graduate Center at The City University of New York ran a study creating...

How the Media Misrepresents the Debate Over the Green New Deal
"Belabored" podcast, and studies history at the City University of New York Graduate Center. Follow her on Twitter: @meeshellchen. More...

Researchers shortlisted for £350,000 engineering research prize

Photonics Initiative at the CUNY Advanced Science Research Center, Einstein Professor of Physics at the CUNY Graduate...

Allies should focus specifically on transgender issues in wake of violence: Activists

, an author and professor of sociology at the Graduate Center of the City University of New York (CUNY), said LGBTQ...

The Trumpification of the Federal Reserve

Paul Krugman is also a Distinguished Professor at the City University of New York Graduate Center. He won the 2008 Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic...
The Case for Abolition

and justice. Ruth Wilson Gilmore is Professor of Geography at the CUNY Graduate Center. A co-founder of many social justice...

Facing political headwinds, charter schools weigh a new identity

David Bloomfield, professor of education at Brooklyn College and the CUNY Graduate Center said bad press around charter practices, along with...

The Drama League Launches FIRST STAGE FESTIVAL This Summer

, and NY1. Ash is a Level II Ph.D. student in Theatre and Performance at the CUNY Graduate Center. Her research interests include...
Teatown Wins Grant To Fight Invasive Species

response detection dog team. Research Foundation of CUNY Advanced Science Research Center: $100,000 for mapping spatiotemporal...

Elite high schools admissions bill is stalled again and it might be de Blasio’s fault

To some extent, the variety of options to fix the system at a macro level and appease all the interested parties has left those who oppose the...

Why Isn’t Trump a Real Populist?

Paul Krugman is also a Distinguished Professor at the City University of New York Graduate Center. He won the 2008 Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic...
The paradox of working while in college

Attewell, a sociology and education professor at the Graduate Center of the City University of New York, is the second author. Previous...

Play with Your Cat for Science: New Online Study Seeking Participants Worldwide

Julie Becht The project is run by Julie Hecht, a PhD candidate at the Graduate Center, CUNY. It’s supervised by Dr. Diana...

Liberal Wonks, or at Least Elizabeth Warren, Have a Plan for That

Paul Krugman is also a Distinguished Professor at the City University of New York Graduate Center. He won the 2008 Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic...

Seats on a space flight as prices for Manhattan apartments rocket
“You’re seeing the results of the incredible growth of inequality between the rich, the super-rich and the absolutely ridiculously, obscenely...

Phys.org [phys.org] • Jun 13 11:01 am

The power of a love song: Dopamine affects seasonal hearing in fish and facilitates mating

. Journal information: Current Biology Provided by CUNY Advanced Science Research Center...

The Most Influential Contemporary African Diaspora Leaders [africandiasporaleaders.com] • Global Diaspora • Jun 10 11:13 pm

Africa’s Lost/Forgotten Kingdoms - Global Diaspora News

. Bennett, a professor of history at the Graduate Center of the City University of New York, argues that before the Atlantic...

The New York Times [nytimes.com] • Paul Krugman • Jun 10 02:41 pm

Donald and the Delusion Discount

Paul Krugman is also a Distinguished Professor at the City University of New York Graduate Center. He won the 2008 Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic...
Heroes of the Great Patriotic Trade War

Paul Krugman is also a Distinguished Professor at the City University of New York Graduate Center. He won the 2008 Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic...

Tawaifs and tehzeeb: Notes from a symposium on courtesans' contributions to art, freedom struggle

, Professor of History at Baruch College and The Graduate Center of the City University of New York. Famously, they were also...

NYPD, Apology for Stonewall Not Accepted

Cozzarelli is on the editorial board of Left Voice and is a City University of New York graduate student. More by this author...
Mar-a-Lago Comes for British Health

Paul Krugman is also a Distinguished Professor at the City University of New York Graduate Center. He won the 2008 Nobel Memorial Prize.

Preservationists call for landmarking of Little Syria vestiges in Lower Manhattan

the Washington Street Historical Society and Doctoral Candidate at the CUNY-Graduate Center. Fine’s report examines the relationship.

4 of Queens’ 5 CUNYs are searching for new presidents

his Lehman position if he is confirmed by the CUNY Board of Trustees. CUNY Graduate Center’s Interim President Joy Connolly...
Celebrate World Pride With TRANS VOICES CABARET

-scale voice studio. Kristofer is currently finishing a Ph.D. in Musicology at the CUNY Graduate Center in New York City and...

Ava DuVernay's Central Park Five series isn't just history - it's an indictment of the present

a reckoning," stated Edwin Grimsley, a doctoral scholar in sociology at the City University of New York's Graduate Center who...